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Abstract

PBL approach is identified to develop both problem solving strategies and disciplinary knowledge bases and skills by means of subjecting the students to solve the problem offered to them. PBL is today considered to be unique as it promotes association among students, emphasizes the development of problem solving skills with respect to professional practices, develops effective reasoning and self-directed learning. The main aim of this paper is to identify the importance of problem based learning in the form of identifying impact on student motivation by presenting a review of previously published work and arriving at a conclusion.
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1. Introduction

The characteristic features that are related to the complexity of the modern world is determined to be associated with infinite, dynamic information modification, excessive usage of internet, multimedia and educational technology. According to Nonaka & Takeuchi, (1995) alterations in the labor market has a demand for flexible labor force. Encouraging the increase in number of knowledge intensive work in teams and lifelong learning is also associated with the characteristics of a complex community (Quinn, 1992; Tynjala, 1999). Hence the information community in modern world recommends that the graduates not only obtain theoretical knowledge but also have practical knowledge and implement it to solve complex tasks and operations (Engel, 1997; Poikela and Poikela, 1997; Segers, 1996). According to Chi, Glaser and Rees (1982), several academic research studies have identified efficient problem solvers who have flexible and organized knowledge in order to manage and apply the skills to solve a particular problem or aspect.

The student workload is assumed as a key aspect for designing a curriculum (Kember, 2004). In European Higher Education Area (EHEA), the qualification of a graduate is recommended based on the workload experienced by the student when considered to other aspects (EC, 2005). According to Kember (2004), the student workload can be related to the number of working hours that includes attending lectures, seminars or tutorials, independent and private study, preparation of projects, examinations etc. (EC, 2005). An examination of the workload of the students is vital when considering problem based learning as it enables identification of the possible tasks which need to be set and the time required by the faculty and the staff to complete these tasks.

Mandl, Gruber and Renkl (1996) criticized the educational system and practices as it does not enhance the conditions for developing professional expertise. The higher education system is determined to face a challenge of enhancing and embedding the instructional practices that cultivates in the student the skill to apply knowledge in order to solve a problem efficiently. With respect to the authors like De Corte, (1990a, 1990b); Honebein, Duffy & Fishman, (1993); Tynjala, (1999) recommended the establishment of “powerful learning environments”. The powerful learning environments should motivate and encourage the constructive cumulative and goal oriented process in students. De-Corte (1995) suggested that they should facilitate flexible adaption of the instructional support particularly for balancing self discovery and direct instruction.

Environments of such type are recommended to adapt to the representative authentic, real life situations that enable the learners to gain knowledge from personal life and provide chances for distributed and co-operative learning by means of social interactions. Boekaerts (1990a, 1990b) suggests that powerful learning environments
should enable the students to achieve and gain the skills related to general thinking and learning that involves heuristic techniques, meta-cognitive knowledge and strategies. De-Corte (1995) recommends for the inclusion of environment in the subject matter. In this scenario the concepts of problem based learning which was presented to promote a better learning environment for learning among undergraduate students.

PBL can be defined as an instructional methodology that enables the students to understand the subjects in-depth. The approach is identified to develop both problem solving strategies and disciplinary knowledge bases and skills by means of subjecting the students to solve the problem offered to them. The involvement of PBL in undergraduate studies is of key importance because it enables identification of skills which the students should develop right at the entry level and identifies the probable methodology by needs assessment can be carried out. The students are assumed as problem solvers under certain circumstances based on the problem they are likely to solve as project managers in complex organizations. The main objective and aim of the process is to recognize the ability of the student to solve a problem and develop their learning and motivation skills. Students and teachers are considered as two key aspects for teaching of any kind. When a PBL approach is compared with traditional teaching method, the role and functions of the two roles are different. Teachers are defined as the educator guiding students to recognize and identify the key issues and problems related to the subject despite being experts in content. According to PBL approach, students are considered to have different roles and are the spirit. Students are recommended to provide their full participation in order to achieve the goal and objective of the expectations and both individually and as a team. Even though the students are observed as learners and are in the learning process, it does not mean that the teacher becomes a passive observer. Albanes(2000) recommends that the teachers are to be active in order to enable the students being involved in the course.

It is difficult to obtain at a relative measure of confirmation as to how PBL is beneficial when compared with the traditional methods (Stites, 1998). This is because there is no available methodology to empirically analyse the effect of each approach individually. There is a large degree of inconclusiveness associated with empirical designs that arise due to the control issues with the extraneous variables involved in them. The difficulty in controlling such extraneous variables also extends to those designs that are based on a comparative approach (Schmidt, 1990).

The variables associated with the student and instructor associated patterns are so closely interlinked that one cannot tease them apart and look at them in isolation. Thus comparisons are highly restricted across environmental variations with reference to education or learning based systems. While the traditional method focuses on mastering a subject matter and hence can be easily quantified, the PBL approach focuses on higher order thinking skills that cannot be accurately or effectively assessed through specific scoring patterns.

The PBL approach is defined in different specific aspects.

1) Based on the authentic tasks, issues and problems related to the real world are responsible for learning.

2) According to the course of PBL, the students and instructors are observed as co-planners, co-producers and co-evaluators as they are involved in the process of designing, implementation and refine their curriculum continuously.

The approach of PBL is related to the dynamic academic research studies that are concerned with learning and practices that promote it. The approach encourages the students to undertake the responsibility of learning as there are some lectures, no planned readings and activities like that. (Azer, 2000).

Thus PBL is today considered to be unique as it promotes association among students, emphasizes the development of problem solving skills with respect to professional practices, develops effective reasoning and self directed learning. The main aim of this paper is to identify the importance of problem based learning in the form of identifying impact on student motivation. This study is not restricted to any one region but aims at examining all literature available with respect to PBL and student motivation.

2. Review of Literature

2.1 Principles of Problem Based Learning

Based on the academic principles of Socratic teaching and constructivism, principles for problem based learning are framed and established. According to Socrates principle, questioning is the key aspect. The philosopher adapted to the approach in order to challenge the perspectives and evidences implemented by other researchers. The approach was also implemented in order to promote self-knowledge. According to Banning (2005), the Socratic educator collected the responses from the students by means of questioning. In order to determine the layers of the knowledge based on which it was developed, Socratic questioning was developed. As the educator avoids interacting with students based unrelated information, the approach is considered to be a
complex method of teaching (Henson, 2003). The students are encouraged to make their own answers for the problems from their previous experience and illustrations rather than reciting the answers. Knowledge that is obtained from the previous experiences are evaluated for the significance, combined together and synthesized for using along with novel problems. Hence it is determined to improve the critical thinking of the students which is considered as effective outcome and result of problem based learning (Oermann, 2004). Hence there is association between critical thinking theories and PBL approach.

The approach of Problem based learning (PBL) is an effective teaching and learning method that has been adapted by various educators since 5 decades. According to Savin-Baden and solving problems due to the PBL approach which is considered as conceptualized strategy. Students are offered with a problem for solving rather than providing them a lecture to absorb. Students when they work in team to solve a problem and attain experience and knowledge from the information they learn.

2.2 Problem-based Learning versus Conventional Lecture-based Instruction

Although new in some aspects, problem-based learning (PBL) is generally based on ideas that originated earlier and have been nurtured by different researchers (Ausubel, Novak, & Hanesian, 1978; Bruner, 1959, 1961; Dewey, 1910, 1944; Piaget, 1954; Rogers, 1969). PBL, as it is known today, originated in the 1950s and 1960s. It grew from dissatisfaction with the common medical education practices in Canada (Barrows, 1996; Neufield & Barrows, 1974). Nowadays PBL is developed and implemented in a wide range of domains. In spite of the many variations of PBL that have evolved, a basic definition is needed to which other educational methods can be compared. Six core characteristics of PBL are distinguished in the core model described by Barrows (1996).

First characteristic is that learning needs to be student-centered. Second, learning has to occur in small student groups under the guidance of a tutor. The third characteristic refers to the tutor as a facilitator or guide. Fourth, authentic problems are primarily encountered in the learning sequence, before any preparation or study has occurred. Fifth, the problems encountered are used as a tool to achieve the required knowledge and the problem-solving skills necessary to eventually solve the problem. Finally, new information needs to be acquired through self-directed learning. It is generally recognized that a seventh characteristic should be added: Essential for PBL is that students learn by analysing and solving representative problems. Consequently, a valid assessment system evaluates students’ competencies with an instrument based on real life, i.e. authentic problems (Baxter & Shavelson, 1994; Birenbaum, 1996; Shavelson, Gao, & Baxter, 1996). The assessment of the application of knowledge when solving problems is the heart of the matter. Therefore, test items require examinees to apply their knowledge to commonly occurring and important problem-solving situations (Segers, Dochy, & De Corte, 1999).

Much of the available literature has examined the levels of satisfaction among students and the confidence measures of students undergoing PBL. However, recent literature has seen that there is a direct effect of PBL on the intrinsic motivational aspect that deserves more attention as reviewed in this paper.

3. Research Methodology and Proposed Research Questions

In this review, the focus is laid on identifying the effects of PBL on motivational aspects are dealt with. Secondly, the impact of PBL on the knowledge pool and skill sets are assessed and weighed. In order to effectively write a review it is important to identify and integrate the available literature on the topic. Thus there is an element of bias associated with the location of such studies as it is imperative that one finds what one looks for and thus ultimately leads to a bias in the conclusions drawn from the findings. (Glass, McGraw, & Smith, 1981 and Glass, 1976, p. 6). Thus in order to eliminate such biased conclusions, it is vital to include a thorough description of the procedural intricacies associated with literature research. Qualitative analyses were performed in order to study the specific phenomenon in detail by examining secondary published literature in depth and arriving at the conclusion to the proposed research question. The mathematical models or hypotheses were not used to identify the specific variable in qualitative analysis methods (Saunders et al., 2009). The proposed research question of the study is,

What is the effect of PBL on the intrinsic motivational aspect of undergraduate students?

Initially, the process of literature survey was begun from the computer-based sources such as databases including Sage, Wiley Online, Science Direct and JSTOR. The search terms used to mine data from these databases includes student motivation, PBL, knowledge building and skill building. After a brief run through of the abstracts, the relevant data were sorted and collected. Secondly, the references included in these articles were collected in a “snowball method” leading to generation of further research leads on similar criterion. Following this all the available reviews and theoretical writings on the subject were gathered.
3.1 Criteria for Inclusion

Prior to literature survey on PBL, a few criterions were determined to select the relevant data for the study.

1) The empirical nature of the study was ascertained. Thus all sources that were not of an empirical design were not analysed.

2) The conformity of the learning environment considered in the paper was assessed to check if it fits with the aforementioned core model of problem based learning.

3) The variables assessed in the studies must include parameters based on knowledge acquisition or skill development on the basis of motivational aspects of PBL.

4) Finally, the student population included in the study must be at the higher education level.

4. Discussion

4.1 PBL and Student Motivation

The difference between the environment provided in the PBL and LB modules lie in the nature of the support system and the activity provisions to facilitate learning. Despite the variability within the curriculum drafted under a PBL format, the crux is basically the same. It is built on six core characteristics as explained by Barrows 1996, Hmelo- Silver 2004, and Schmidt et al., 2009. These include:

Firstly, the crux of PBL involves the creation of a learning milieu that is student-centered in nature. Secondly, student groups are encouraged as a learning medium. Thirdly, the tutor plays a guiding role. Fourthly, the process of learning is initiated through a problem which is presented to the student on the basis of what he or she has learnt before. Fifthly, large time investments are made for self-based studies. Lastly, very few lectures are made available in complement to self study procedures.

These characteristic traits significantly differentiate PBL from typical LB milieu which are designed to be teacher-centered. Further traditional methods are tailored to suit larger student populations at the same time posing constraints on the amount of student activity that can be incorporated in such a system (Kember 2009 and Lammers and Murphy, 2002).

Educational research advocates the self-determination theory as one of the most important frameworks for motivation. The reason behind this is the fact that in this method, differentiation is achieved among the reasons of autonomic origin that form the basis of the urge to learn (Guay et al., 2008, Ryan and Deci, 2000b, Pintrinch 2003b). Since autonomic reasoning is the product of voluntary choice, it aids in completely endorsed and willful participation in the activity under consideration which may range from interest-based and commitment-based study. Thus a self-driven behaviour is achieved that is fuelled by an intrinsic motivation at the best level possible. Apart from this, there are other sources of motivated behaviour such as extrinsic types that may also be categorized as autonomic. Although the reasons are extrinsic in nature, such pupils have an integrative approach towards their learning that is oriented in terms of personal goals, necessities and interests.

Although the prime aim of PBL involves the honing of such skills that enhance the internal motivation of a pupil to study (Hmelo-Silver, 2004 and Normal and Schmidt, 1992), several studies overlook this aspect and very few designs look at direct evaluation of motivation at the intrinsic level with reference to PBL.

4.2 Studies Impacting Motivation of Student

Deci and Ryan, (2000) identified that working towards an important goal in life such as a professional orientation will lead to increased voluntary and willful effort on the student’s part in terms of his or her studies. However, the concept of controlled behaviour differs from the aforesaid as it is governed by pressures of some nature. These pressures may be intrinsic such as feelings of guilt or shame or extrinsic such as demands of parents, peers etc. Thus there is a controlled study pattern where motivation is achieved by extrinsic regulation. Thus it can be said that the concept of autonomous motivation comprises of motivation of both intrinsic and extrinsic nature

Schmidt et al., (2009) showed that medical learning instituted in a PBL format was much more effective in terms of learning in the perspective of the students. It was found that such studies helped students and professionals to acquire and present better interpersonal and practical skills in comparison with the traditional ways of learning. Further very less drop-outs were associated with PBL when compared with traditional curriculum. In tandem with these results, the number of successful and faster course completion were also higher among PBL students. Finally, results also showed that the PBL curriculum was rated to be of higher quality than the traditional curriculum resulting in higher student satisfaction and quality index.
Blumberg, (2000) In a study identified the effects of self directed learning were assessed in terms of whether or not they stem from an intrinsic potential of PBL learners and its contribution to the motivational aspect of the student. The organization of this study included three different planes namely, the process of learning, the strategies employed and the outcomes achieved. Apart from this there was a crucial distinction in terms of the investigation of SDL in terms of a holistic concept or in terms of its comprising skills such as learning definitions or plans. Finally, there was also a brief analysis of the data type involved whether it was self-reported, performance measures or faculty-based reports.

Mergendoller, Maxwell, and Bellisimo, (2000) in another quasi-experiment study conducted, comparisons were drawn between the amount of knowledge acquired by students against their attitudinal differences in terms of approaching the subject: in this case, economics. Results obtained indicated that in terms of knowledge acquisition, traditional methods resulted in more content-based knowledge than PBL approaches. However, irrespective of the learning method opted, the intrinsic motivational aspects of the student played a more crucial role in terms of the knowledge acquisition achieved than the mode of learning or teaching itself.

Noordzij and Te Lindert (2010) identified that it has been shown that motivation is directly proportional to the quality of a problem. Further the more intrinsically motivated a student was, the higher the interest he or she showed towards the problem. S

Liu et al., (2006) has also shown that it is possible in enhance the motivational orientation of students through PBL and quasi-experimental interventions. The enhanced motivational paradigms were also associated with increased beliefs of self-efficacy and capability with reference to future tasks of a similar nature.

In the study by Martin et al., (2008) it has also been shown that undergoing PBL approaches for a period of 12 weeks, significantly influences the intrinsic motivation of the students. On the other hand there were no significant effects of PBL on the levels of extrinsic motivation of the students or measures of self-esteem amongst PBL learners. However in another similar study, undergoing PBL based computer engineering courses for a period of 16 weeks significantly increased the self efficacy of the students (Dunlap 2005).

Studies have also shown that comparative analysis between PBL and conventional learners indicate that PBL learners are more goal-oriented, receptive of task value and motivated (Sungur and Tekkaya (2006; Hwang and Kim (2006).

Sierens et al., Dochy (2009) have shown that when a structural framework is provided in a manner that supports autonomy, it results in an enhanced measure of self-directedness in terms of learning and motivation. The presence of a structure enables the instructors to enforce a regulatory role on the study pursued, apart from playing a guiding role in terms of feedbacks and critical analysis. This in turn enables to boost the competence of the student and motivate them. But when structure is provided in a controlled fashion it does not influence motivational aspects. Since there are no variations among the parameters of autonomous and controlled motivation among students in either learning type, it can enable us to arrive at an explanation as to the lack of differences among the SRL in terms of strategic monitoring methods.

In a recent study by Wijlinia et al., (2011) identified that the influence of problem-based and lecture-based learning methods on the motivation of a student were studied. Results obtained have shown that both autonomous and controlled forms of motivation behaviour are unaltered irrespective of the learning method adopted. However, the perception of student competence was higher among PBL learners when compared with LB learners. On the other hand, there was a perceived imbalance of controlling factors and autonomous elements among the PBL students. Hence it is crucial that the learning style must incorporate the perfect amount of control through structural incorporations.

In another study, qualitative analysis of data gathered from medical students transitioning from LB to PBL showed that most students experienced difficulties during the transition (C.B. White 2007). However, once accustomed to PBL, there was an increased comfort level associated with the autonomy and responsibility associated with PBL. When the time came for transition from classroom to clerkships PBL students were more effective in easing into their new roles against conventional learners. Thus the study is suggestive of the role of PBL in enhancing the motivation of the student.

5. Conclusion

Studies on PBL induced motivational effects have their own limitations and constraints as most studies do not conform to the existing PBL curricula. Another limitation was that the incorporation of PBL was for a short time and only for one of the courses offered. Thus most research can be classified as intervention-based or quasi-experimental. However, there are certain unique characteristics of PBL such as the guidance of a tutor,
incorporation of problems, feedback regulation collaborative efforts etc. that can enhance the motivation of the student and SRL. But there is the problem of a stressful experience if PBL lacks the adequate structural framework as it would lead to enhanced responsibility and attribution of failure to insufficiency or inability.

From the above discussion it can be identified that future research direction should focus on the development of fair and efficient instruments that aid measurements of student participation and work outcomes in terms of identification of student motivation. Although there are challenges in team projects, they are crucial experiences that are essential to shift the focus from grades.
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